
Informational Systems and their Relationship to 

Health 
 

This is both a very old as well as a new area of knowledge. For a few centuries 

(actually since 1484) it was, first, forbidden knowledge (see "A History of 

Medicine...." from http://www.543bookshop.com ) and was later "replaced" 

with medical theories. It is not so that medical theories have any substantial 

evidential support (in point of fact, most medical theories are extremely 

dubious but DO make a lot of money), it was much rather that, although there 

was nothing to disprove informationally based health and well-being theories, 

there was no available scientific base from which they could be explained, 

codified and ordered. Over the last 25 years this has changed very 

significantly and those who have read "The Field" by Lynn McTaggart will be 

aware of many things just now bubbling under the surface and which are 

already beginning to break through and to revolutionise our perceptions in 

this area.  

Medicine, on the other hand, relies more and more upon dogma. Dogma is a 

set of "required" beliefs which have no supporting evidence and which it is 

"illegal" to question. For most of the last century, medical colleges have been 

teaching a theory of cell biology for which there is no supporting evidence 

and, despite the daily growing volume of evidence showing that it is not true, 

many continue to this day to inculcate this untruth into all medical students.  

 

And so it is with disease: Medical theory defines one of the symptoms (effects) 

of a disease as being the cause. It then goes on to seek to remove the disease 

by attacking the chosen effect. It should be obvious from this why medical 

treatment is so ineffective.  

  

Why not accept the evidence and begin teaching the truth? The sad fact is that 

the pharmaceutical conglomerate which is a major funder of many medical 

schools would be the major financial loser were the truth to escape.  

 



You can read and see more of this revolution in the book "The Biology of 

Belief" and DVD "Mind over Genes" from Prof. Bruce Lipton PhD. 

To give a brief summary, what Prof Lipton and many others have 

"discovered" is that cellular biology is an effect and not the cause of life as we 

know it.  

 

Cells are created in their multitudinous forms as the result of information 

given into the Quantum Energy Fields which causes energy to coalesce into 

matter, i.e. first consciousness and then biology and not the other way around 

(as medical dogma would have it). This is the ancient knowledge used by all 

healers to engender the healing changes: Correct the informational structure 

and the system will follow the correction.  

 

This new/ancient knowledge makes it clear why electro smog can be so 

debilitating; it distorts the informational flows and causes, thereby, system 

malfunction in very many areas.  

 

Now, the meaning of all this is that it is most wise to consider 'flu etc. not as 

external attacks (the medical theory) but as distortions in your informational 

flows for which your body uses "influenza" as an attempt to self-correct.  

 

Following the clues we've picked up along the way and outlined in previous 

pages, the distorted information leading to 'flu is that which we call fear. Now 

fear is quite a difficult thing to define as it is the only thing which a human 

being can experience but which, at the same time, has no existence 

whatsoever! One could, perhaps, call it the attempt to not exist.  

 

Fear is, in fact, nothing other than a hole in your own energy fields. In this 

hole there is nothing at all and the only thing which can enter it is you, 

yourself. It is this absence from yourself which causes the damage to the cells 

which the influenza virus has the job of breaking up in order to prevent the 

fear misinformation being sufficiently concentrated to bring other, 

undamaged cells into resonance with the fear and, ultimately, destroying the 

biological form completely.  



 

It is, therefore, abundantly clear from the foregoing that in order for a 

significant number of deaths to occur with any 'flu virus, there must be 

planetary wide extreme stress conditions and very widespread fear. 

Experience shows that the necessary intensity could only be generated by a 

third world war. Although the Bush administration, at the behest of the 

banking cartel, did their utmost to attempt to engender such a war, it does not 

yet exist and the prerequisites for mass deaths in an influenza pandemic are 

not present. At the behest of the cartel, however, the mass media which they 

control are trying to create the necessary mass hysteria but it is questionable 

just how many can be reached in this way. If a significant number ignore (as 

they would not ignore a war) then the whole thing may collapse. 

 

Notwithstanding this, there is a very great deal which anyone and everyone 

can do and that with the greatest of ease. The next chapter begins this process.  

 

Before we leave this chapter, however, I believe that it is imperative to clear 

up the small matter of the humans who became "infected" with bird 'flu. The 

truth is, of course, that they didn't!  

 

What actually did happen was not the genetically impossible but the 

informationally possible.  

 

Can you imagine that being kept for the whole of your life in an extremely 

overcrowded prison from which the only exit is being executed is a situation 

extremely stressful engendering a great deal of fear? These are the conditions 

under which vast numbers of food birds are kept.  

 

Those who "own" them spend, in some cases, virtually 24 hours each and 

every day living in the same prison. The stress information being given off by 

the birds can, under certain rare circumstances of intense feelings of insecurity 

on the part of the "owner", find resonance with the human being, cause the 

collapse of many human systems and modify many of the informational 



systems to that of domesticated birds. In this state, the relevant healing virus 

is not a human influenza but a bird one.  

 

It is not possible for a human to be open to this specific, massive perturbation 

in any other circumstances. This is proven by a 100% conformity to this 

pattern in all the 385 people who have, so far, become "ill" with avian flu.  

 

With Swine 'Flu we have a similar pattern. Those who become ill either live in 

very close proximity to pigs or have regularly consumed pig meat. In either 

case, there will be sufficient pig information present in the human for the pig 

version virus to be capable of helping with the fear dissolution. 

 


